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ABSTRACT
San Miguel volcano lies near the city of San Miguel, El Salvador (13.43°N, 88.26°W). An
active stratovolcano, it presents a significant natural hazard for the city of San Miguel. In general, the
internal state and activity of volcanoes like San Miguel remains an important component to
understanding volcanic hazards. The main technology for addressing volcanic hazards and associated
processes is through the analysis of data collected from the deployment of seismic sensors that record
ground motion. Six seismic stations were deployed by UTEP around San Miguel volcano during the
2007-2008 the time period to define internal structure or magmatic plumbing system of the magma
chamber and assess the seismic and volcanic hazards associated with the volcano. I utilize these data to
develop images of the Earth structure beneath the volcano, to study the volcanic processes by identifying
different sources, and to investigate the role of earthquakes and faults in controlling the volcanic
processes. I initially locate events using automated routines and focus on analyzing local events. I then
relocate each seismic event by hand-picking P-wave arrivals and later refine these picks using waveform
cross correlation. Using a double difference earthquake location algorithm (HypoDD), a set of
earthquakes that vertically align beneath the edifice of the volcano has been identified and interpreted to
be a magma conduit feeding the volcano. I investigate the volcano’s plumbing system using a doubledifference earthquake tomography (DD tomography) approach. Another tomography approach, fast
marching tomography (FMTomo), is used to produce a model that approximates the ray paths and
velocity perturbations using a finite difference method. Overall, San Miguel presents a significant
hazard to the region showing volcanic gases, historic flank eruptions, and fissure activity (Escobar,
2003). The results show gas migration propagating through out the plumbing system correlating at the
same period using the radar interferometry (InSAR) approach done by the Schiek et al. (2009) during
March 29, 2007 to April 16, 2007.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 2007-2008, six seismic stations were deployed around San Miguel volcano, El Salvador,
Central America. These instruments can provide information on volcanic hazards by recording
earthquakes, which flows for locating faults, and identifying magma movement within this volcano. We
use this data to understand how the stresses change in the vicinity of volcano before and after an
eruption. Historically were a number of repetition eruption had occurred periodically with ash plumes
reported in the local communities due to gas accumulation in the conduit of the volcano (Escobar, 2003;
Schiek et al., 2008).
Schiek et al. (2008) deployed the seismic stations and conducted a seismic tremor analysis to
identify the magmatic flow or gas accumulation. The focus of Schiek et al. (2008) was to assess the
volcanic risk for the population living near the volcano. The city of San Miguel sits northeastern flank of
San Miguel volcano situated in a high risk zone with estimated of ~150,000 Salvadorians that are
endanger of a volcanic eruption (Schiek et al., 2008). We focus on the same idea as Schiek et al. (2008)
by attempting to locate and define the evolution of the magma chamber.
Other studies from Central America volcanoes conducted seismic imaged, e.g., Monigle et al.,
2009, and long-period (LP) seismic observations (De Barros et al., 2011). Previous studies of the San
Miguel volcano have not incorporated tomographic modeling, but Servicio National de Estudios
Territoriales (SNET) relocated the seismic events from 1984 to 2007 (Schiek et al., 2008). We intend to
generate a local cross-section of the earth’s structure to determine the P- and S-wave velocity structure
of the lithosphere and upper mantle using double-difference tomography (DD tomography). This
seismic tomography had been implemented successfully in many regions around the world (e.g., Zhang
et al., 2009; Wolfe et al., 2009; Bruno and Castiello, 2009). Here, we focus on generating a tomographic
model of the San Miguel volcano in order to identify magma and fault geometry. A spectrogram is used
to calculate power density spectral to determine the event type (e.g., tremor, tectonic, hybrid). The result
may help identify the effect of the local stress field by aiming the evolution of the conduit. Our
1

hypothesis is the shallow conduit it is re-crystallizes due to historical volcanic eruptions causing a clog
in the passage of the magmatic fluids or hydrothermal system. The clog allows a build up of gasses due
the increase of magmatic fluid from magma chamber allowing volcanic ash eruptions occur for a period
of 5 years and for the past 25 years recorded by SNET (Escobar, 2003).

2

2. TECTONIC SETTING
The Cocos Plate is formed by the East Pacific Ridge (EPR), Cocos-Nazca Spreading Center
(CNSC), and Middle American Trench (MAT) (see Figure 1). The EPR and CNSC Plate are diverge
boundaries that are located southwest of the plate. The subduction margin between the Cocos Plate,
Caribbean Plate, and North American Plate is called Middle American Trench (MAT). The subdution
angle of the MAT varies from 55˚-80˚, where more buoyant plate causes a lower angle while this plate
causes a high angle (Funk et al., 2009).
The Middle American Trench (MAT) originates from the Cocos plate and it subducts into the
Caribbean plate, allowing the upper portion of the slab to be eroded into the accretionary wedge. When
the slab is being subducted into the mantle the top portion of the slab melts into small pockets that are
buoyant from the mantle. The pockets rise to the crust forming a volcanic system known as magma
chamber. Carr (2003) analyzed the lava flow from the volcanic system of El Salvador, and to determined
where the volcanic system was originated with respect to the slab. Carr (2003) used various
geochemistry techniques to identify isotropic ratio that are enriched with (Ba/La) in the arc magma,
relative to the mantle known as a slab signal. The slab signal comes from a depletion of (Nb/Lb), found
in arc magma which is relative to the mantle due to the interaction of sea water in the subducted slab.
Carr et al., 2003 and Mackenzie et al., 2008 provide evidence for lava flow traces in Galapagos Island
dating back 15 to 19 Ma within the volcanic system located at Central America. The origins of the
Galapagos traces originated Southeast of the Cocos Plate, the Cocos Ridge is a subparallel group of
underwater volcanoes and/or seamounts that originated from the Cocos-Nazca spreading system (Carr et
al., 2003; Mackenzie et al., 2008). Carr (2003) study identify little information about magma flow and
the place of melting using cross-arc geochemical variation in the volcanic front in Central America.

3

Figure 1.1: Regional map showing subduction zones (red), spreading centers (purple), and transform
faults (yellow). The black box denotes the study area.
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Figure 2.1: Tectonic map of the Middle America Trench (MAT) and the Nicaragua Depression. Areas of
extension (green) and compression (red) are indicated as is the forearc sliver (orange) and the volcanic
arc system (yellow triangles). Modified from Funk et al. (2009).

Part of the Caribbean Plate slips parallel and orthogonal to the MAT margin because of a
transverse motion on a strike slip fault called El Salvador Fault Zone (ESFZ) (see Figure 2). The ESFZ
lodged a transtensional plate tectonic regime (Álvarez-Gómez et al., 2008; Corti et al., 2005) or in other
words, a pull-apart basin that consists of a forearc sliver moving northwest. While the Caribbean plate is
separated by ESFZ forming a right shear that causes a thermal weakening in the volcanic arc (Corti et
al., 2005). Alvarado et al. (2008) and Corti et al. (2005) measured paleostress orientations along the
ESFZ and suggested the existence of a pull-apart basin. The transtensional zone is derived from the
oblique convergence at El Salvador that the volcanic arc system is oblique to the MAT. The oblique slip
shows a rate of 73-85 mm/yr in the northeast direction (Fitch, 1972; LaFemina et al., 2009; DeMets,
5

2001; Turner et al., 2007). Other regions in the world have oblique convergence: the Himalayas, New
Zealand, and Alaska (Tapponnier et al., 2001; Koons et al., 2011; Umhoefer, 2003).
The Nicaragua Depression formed due to back-arc extension and slab roll-back (Funk et al.,
2009). Funk et al., (2009) propose that the formation of the Nicaragua Depression was created by
symmetrical graben or asymmetrical half-graben. In addition, the Median Trough or narrow basin,
situated southeast of San Miguel Volcano formed about ~2 m.y. ago, is filled with Quaternary and
Tertiary lahar deposits (Funk et al., 2009). Many fractures trend diagonally north to northwest across of
the trough leading volcanic fissures in San Miguel volcano called en-echelon fault systems (Chesner et
al., 2004). Funk et al., (2009) and Schiek et al., (2009) interpret the surface geomorphology indicative
by volcanic fissure using Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) topography and satellite images
from Landsat (Figure 3). However, lack of seismic activity has been not been study in Median Trough
and it is not well understood the geomorphology due to civil unrest (Schiek et al., 2009).

6

Figure 3.1: (a) Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) topography. (b) Interpretative map of
faulting in El Salvador based on the SRTM topography and Landsat satellite images. From Funk et. al.
(2009).

2.1

SAN MIGUEL VOLCANO
San Miguel volcano is composed of basaltic-andesite, spatter, and scoria during previous

explosive eruption dating back to 1510s to the present (Chesner et al., 2004; Schiek et al., 2009). Figure
4.1 Schiek et al., (2009) identify the San Miguel Fracture Zone (SMFZ) that propagates from northwest
to the south flank of the volcano. San Miguel volcano shows evidence of historic lava flow and historic
tephras (see Figure 4.1). Two main historic lava flow occur 1787 and 1762 from the northern of the
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flank site, a vent eruption shows the lava flow traveling a distance from ~4km and ~6km away from
San Miguel volcano (Chesner et al., 2004). In 1844 – 1848, tephra was emitting ash, e.g. scoria/spatter,
from the volcano that was reported traveling 20 km away from the volcano (Chesner et al., 2004;Schiek
et al., 2009). Chesner et al., (2004) measure tephras eruptions that occurred in San Miguel volcano
during 1900s showing frequent minor ashfalls without lava flow emission. In 1900s, San Miguel city
have unfortunately natural disaster with San Miguel volcano. The multiple minor eruptions produce
pyroclastic fall event that damage the crops near the summit of the crater.
Three mains events occur in San Miguel volcano during 2002, 2005-2006, and 2007. In 2002,
minor gas and ash emission plumes occur at the summit of the crater due to shallow seismic activity e.g.,
39 Long Period (LP) earthquakes and 48 Volcano-Tectonic (VT) events occur through January and
February (GVN, 2002). The LP events occur when inflation-deflation-reinflation of dominant sill
volumetric transpire due to increase bubble growth, degasses burst, and subsequent depressurization of
the source through bubble growth response (Dawson et al., 2011). The VT events are trigger in the low
and high frequency domain that identifies the P-wave and the S-wave (Shiek et al., 2009). In 2005-2006,
monsoon season cause increase of lahar activity and increase of seismic activity occur at a range of 45
VT earthquakes and 7,500 LP earthquakes that cause fumaroles to be visible at the volcanic flank (GVN,
2006; Schiek, 2009). In 2007, March trough April seismic activity increase due pressurization in the recrystallize conduit cause by gas accumulation in the magma chamber (see Figure 12.1). October 2006
thought July 2007, the SNET monitor gas emission and fumaroles from the rim of the volcano and
suggest water vapor emission (GVN, 2007; Schiek, 2009).

8

Figure 4.1: Map of San Miguel volcano (Schiek, 2009). Inset shows location of study area in El
Salvador. Black dashed line in inset indicates location of El Salvador Fault Zone (ESFZ). Gray shaded
area around black dashed line is the Median Trough. Green lines are fractures mapped by SNET. The
fracture marked is the San Miguel Fracture Zone (SMFZ). Triangles denote seismometers. Circles are
locations of the vents that fed historic lava flows within the year of eruption. Squares are small villages.
Black polygon in upper right is the city of San Miguel. Red lines are highways. Red and yellow arrows
represent the tensile stress direction for the SMFZ.
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3. DATA
Cara Schiek led the deployment of six broadband stations and installed these around the San
Miguel volcano (Figure 5) while a Ph.D. student with Dr. Jose M. Hurtado, Jr. at the University of Texas
at El Paso (Schiek et al., 2009). This work was funded by a NASA grant in collaboration with
researchers from Servicio Nacional de Estudios Territoriales (SNET), an agency of the government of El
Salvador. The stations recorded continuously and registered 51 local earthquakes from March 2007
through January 2008 around the San Miguel volcano (Schiek, 2009).

Figure 5.1: (red triangles) are the seismic network surrounding the San Miguel Volcano.
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The UTEP network comprised three Gurlap 40T and three Gurlap 3T broadband seismometers. Four of
the six seismometers were co-located with SNET 1-Hz seismometers to ensure the equipment was
housed in a secure location that coupled well with the ground. Three of the four co-located stations
(“VSM”, “LAC”, and “BM”) were located on the flanks of the volcano (Figure 5). These sites were
equipped with Gurlap 40T seismometers. The fourth co-located station, “PAC,” was located on the
neighboring El Pacayal volcano, northwest of San Miguel volcano (Figure 5), and this site was equipped
with a Gurlap 3T seismometer. Two additional Gurlap 3T instruments (“MAR” and “GPS”) were
placed on the south flank of the volcano. MAR was located in a papaya orchard and GPS was colocated in a hut with a geodetic Global Positioning System (GPS) station operated by the University of
Wisconsin.

Table 1.1: Parameters that summarize the seismic network at San Miguel Volcano.
STATION
NAME

LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

ELEVATION

SENSOR
NAME

VSM
BM
LAC
PAC
GPS
MAR

13.4412
13.4424
13.4213
13.4691
13.3962
13.3788

-88.2723
-88.2377
-88.2939
-88.3233
-88.3046
-88.2334

1.696
0.583
0.990
1.140
0.379
0.118

Gurlap 4T
Gurlap 4T
Gurlap 4T
Gurlap 3T
Gurlap 3T
Gurlap 3T

The 3T instruments record longer periods seismic signals, ~100 s, compared to the 30-s response
of the 40T instruments (Gurlap, 2008). This longer seismic response afforded by the 3T seismometers is
useful for studying long period volcanic tremor. All of the seismometers were powered by solar panels
and car batteries. The data acquisition recorder (DAS) for each seismometer was a RefTech 130.
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4. METHODS
4.1

DOUBLE DIFFERENCE RELOCATION OF EARTHQUAKES
In order to relocate earthquakes, the seismic network must surround the seismic sources. To

determine if an earthquakes lies within the network of stations (and can be located with high
confidence), we calculate the maximum station-event azimuth, called azimuthal gap. The azimuthal gap
is defined as the maximum angle between event-station pairs. For example, the seismicity that lies
within the seismic network the azimuth gap is less than 180º. This indicates the earthquake lies within
the network and is well located; however, the seismicity that lies outside the seismic network (azimuth
gap greater than 180º) indicates that the events are poorly located. For our analysis and final earthquake
locations, we focus only on events that lie within our network.
To accomplish high precision earthquake locations, we applied the double difference earthquake
location method (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000) at San Miguel volcano. The double difference
earthquake location method (hypoDD) uses two important attributes that make earthquake locations high
precision: high precision P wave arrival times and event clusters to remove the dependence on the Earth
structure. We manually picked the P arrival time for every event previously determined by Schiek
(2009), and then compute a cross-correlated time pick for all events and stations.
Two events that are very close to one another and recorded at the same station should display
identical waveforms. We cross-correlate P-waves from multiple events recorded at one station to
measures the similarity and the time offset for the P-wave arrivals. The time offset allows for consistent
and precise measurement of the P-wave arrivals times, and should improve the accuracy of the manually
determined time picks. If the P-waves do not correlate well, the events are likely do not form a cluster,
and the time offsets will not improve the time picks. We compute offset times for all of our events, and
use this information as input into the double difference (DD) approach.
The DD approach calculates the differential arrival time for each pair of events at each station
using a program called ph2dt. The ph2dt program approximates the event pairs, links, nearest neighbor
12

networks, and eventually entire clusters containing events and their location relative to every other event
in the cluster (Waldhauser, 2001). Considering the highest quality results will be obtained by making the
cluster as large as possible, while minimizing the distance between pair events. The double difference
observations per pair are integrated in a 1-D velocity model that can identify the locality of the ray path
between the source and the seismic station. In addition, the Vp/Vs values also can identify phase
transition of solid and liquid rock material.
The double difference approach uses two different inversion techniques: singular value
decomposition (SVD) and least square (LSQR). The SVD represents an under-determined system,
which estimates more unknowns than known parameters. For example, we do not have enough arrival
time information for every event that we classify these parameters as our unknowns. For the known
parameters, we have the location and depth of every event. The SVD can only estimate less than 100
events. If the SVD approximates more than 100 events, the system will blow-up and becomes an overdetermine system. The following shows the SVD formula (1):

m = VΛ−1 UT d

(1)

where m is the unknown parameters that defines the length of the four attributes of the events such as
€
T

latitude, longitude, depth, and travel time [Δx,Δy,Δz,ΔT ] . The U and V are two matrices that are
€

orthogonal and normalize in a singular vectors of the weighted matrix G , and Λ is diagonal matrix of

€
€
€
the singular values of G . The d represents
the amount of raw data that is been giving. By increasing the
€
accuracy of the hypocenters that are show below in formula (2):
€

€

−1

€
(2)

m = (GT W −1G) GT W −1d

the W defines the a priori information that is determine by the weights that express the precision of the
cross-correlation measurements. If the swarm system is too large, (e.g., ≥ 100 earthquakes) the LSQR
€

€

approach is efficient.
€
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The double difference approach uses the LSQR since it is classified as an over-determine system.
The over-determine system estimates more known than unknown parameters. The following shows the
LSQR approach using the L2 norm (3),
(3)
#G &
#d&
W% (m − W% ( = 0
$λI'
$0' 2
where M is the number of double difference observations and N is the number of events that are fixed
in a matrix called G . The d defines the data vector of the double differences and m defines the length
€
€ of the four attributes of the events such as latitude, longitude,
€
depth, and travel time. The m shows the
€
€
changes €
of the hypocenter
parameters as long the user wish to determine. The damping factor λ allows
€
regularization under the ill-condition system by pre-filtering the data and numerically stabilizes the

solution method (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000).

4.2

€

ZHU & KANAMORI (2000) RECEIVER FUNCTION STACKING
Figure 6 shows the schematic for P-to-S converted phases from a teleseismic seismogram

interacting with a layered Earth structure, which is called a receiver function.

To obtain a receiver

function, we deconvolve the vertical component seismogram U z ( t ) from the radial component
seismogram U r ( t ) , thus revealing these conversions (Figure 7).

€
(4)
U z ( t ) = S ( t ) Pz ( t ) I ( t )
(5)
U R ( t ) = S ( t ) PR ( t ) I ( t )
€
The conversions are performed using the Fourier transformation taking both components from the travel
€
time domain and convert into the travel frequency domain.
€
(6)
F [U z ( t )] = S (ω ) Pz (ω ) I (ω )
(7)
F [U R ( t )] = S (ω ) PR (ω ) I (ω )
The source time S ( t ) and impulse response I ( t ) from both components are equal; thus, we are left with
€
only the ratio of the vertical divided by the radial earth responses:
€
€
€
P (ω )
R(ω ) = z
PR (ω )

€
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(8)

By estimating the receiver function in the frequency domain, we need to convert back to the time
domain using the inversion Fourier transformation.
(9)
$ P (ω ) '
r( t ) = F −1& z
)
% PR (ω ) (
Although the above describes the conceptual approach for deconvolution, we use an iterative
deconvolution method (Ligorria and Ammon, 1999), which uses a least square minimization between
€
the observed from the radial component and the predicted from vertical component. The predicted signal
is generated by the convolution of an iterative updated spike train with the vertical component
seismogram (Ligorria and Ammon, 1999). This iterative time-domain approach has two distinct
advantages over traditional water-level deconvolution: 1) the ability to estimate the percent fit, and 2)
long period stability created by a priori construction of the deconvolution as a sum of Gaussian pulses
(Ligorria and Ammon, 1999). We apply the iterative time deconvolution with Gaussian width (Ga)
factors of 2.5, 1.75, and 1, which is equivalent to applying low pass filters with cutoff frequencies of 1.2,
0.9, and 0.5 Hz, respectively.
After computing the receiver functions, we apply a stacking technique to better estimate crustal
parameters (thickness and Vp/Vs ratio) determined from receiver functions (Zhu and Kanamori, 2000).
The technique is applied by determining three different travel time phase such as t Ps , t PP PS , and t PP SS +PS PS .
Equation (10) determines the crustal thickness (H) and the velocity ratio ( κ ) from the travel time phase
€ €
€t
t PP PS and
from the P-to S-wave conversion ( t Ps ). By adding the two travel time phases
PP S S +PS PS , we can

reduce the ambiguity of both H and κ using only one travel€time, and better estimate the crustal
€
thickness and velocity ratio. Specifically, the trade-off between the€thickness€ and the crustal velocities

presents an ambiguity that can
€ be reduced by using the later multiple phases tPpPs and tPsPs+PpSs, which
provide additional constraints to both Vp/Vs and the crustal thickness (e.g., Gurrola et al., 1995; Zhu and
Kanamori, 2000). Equations 10, 11, and 12 gives the crustal thickness and velocity ratio consist of three
different travel time phases:
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H=

H=

t PS

(10)

1
1
− p2 − 2 − p2
2
vS
vP
t PP PS

(11)

1
1
− p2 + 2 − p2
2
vS
vP
€
t
(12)
H = PP SS +PS PS
1
2 2 − p2
vS
€
Approximating the t Ps , t PP PS , and t PP SS +PS PS phases serves as an intersection in the H − κ domain stacking
and is defined as:

€
€
€ €
€
(13)
s( H,κ ) = ω1r( t1 ) + ω 2 r( t 2 ) − ω 3 r( t 3 )
where r( t ) is the receiver function; t1, t2, t3 are the times of the different arrivals, and ωι are the different
weights for phases PS (0.3), PP PS (0.5), and PP SS + PS PS (0.2) that correspond to a weight factor of
€
€
€
∑ ω ι = 1.
€
€
€
Using and stacking multiple events helps to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which may

€

be caused by background noise, scattering from crustal heterogeneities, and P-to-S multiple conversions
from other velocity discontinuities (Lodge and Helffrich, 2009). The H-κ domain stacking weights each
phase and plots the stacked phases as a gridded image s(H,κ), which reaches a maximum when all three
phases (tPs, tPpPs, tPsPs+PpSs) are stacked coherently with the correct H and κ (Zhu and Kanamori, 2000).
The main advantage of this grid-search based technique is that (1) large amounts of receiver functions
can be processed without the need of picking Ps arrival times, and (2) the stacking results in an
enhancement of the signal/noise ratio and a suppression of lateral variations in the vicinity of the
recording station (Lodge and Helffrich, 2009). Furthermore, there is no need for picking PpPmp,
PpPms, PsPms, and PpSms directly. The approach also allows us to map the crustal thickness and Vp/Vs
ratio, where the Vp/Vs ratio can help identify the internal structure of the earth (Ammon, Randall, and
Zandt 1990; Langston, 1977).
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Figure 6.1: Schematic cross-section (from A. Lodge & Helffrich, 2009) of the Earth crust illustrating the
P-to-S convergence phases such as P, Ps, and PsPms; the uppercase letters mention down-going travel
paths and lowercase letters mention up-going travel paths (Zhu & Kanamori, 2000).

Figure 7.1: Schematic of three seismic components. The top component is the vertical component, the
middle component is the radial component, and the bottom component is the receiver function
component. In the receiver function component, there are two large amplitudes; in the first is the P
arrival and the second is the Ps arrival (from A. Lodge & Helffrich, 2009).
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4.3

DOUBLE DIFFERENCE TOMOGRAPHY MODEL
The Double Difference (DD) seismic tomography solves for three dimensional (3-D) velocity

structure and earthquake locations calculating the absolute travel time and the relative arrival time using
similar approach done by Waldhauser and Ellsworth (2001) and Zhang and Thurber (2003). The
approach approximates pseudo-bending ray-tracing (Um and Thurber, 1987) to find the rays and
calculate the travel times between events and stations. Pseudo-bending applies Snell’s law to the find the
intersection between the ray path and the velocity discontinuity. The velocity discontinuities are a priori
information that the user needs to supply from the geological structure and tectonic region (e.g.,
subduction zones, volcanoes, and basins) and serves as a good starting model. The determined velocity
model is represented by a set of 3-D nodes and velocity values that are incorporated using a B-spline
interpolation method. Using the ray direction and the local velocity at the source, we approximate the
hypocentral partial derivatives. The ray path is divided into segments and the model partial derivatives
are approximated into velocity perturbations, allowing the derivatives to be similar to the path length.
The approach uses a weighting scheme for the absolute and relative arrival time to approximate the
velocity structure from larger to smaller scales, respectively. The approach sharpens the velocity image
near the source region using the high accuracy in the differential time and the corresponding model
derivatives in the source region (Zhang and Thurber, 2006). Zhang and Thurber (2003) modified the
hypoDD approach to produce the DD tomography package.
The arrival time Tki from earthquake i to a seismic station k is derived from the ray theory of the
path integral:

€

€
Tki = τ i +

€

k

∫u

ds

(14)

i

where τ i is the origin time of event i , u is the slowness field and ds is an element of path length. The

€ time, ray paths, and the slowness field is the unknowns. The
source coordinates (x1, x 2 , x 3 ) origin
€
€
€
€€
correlation between the arrival time and event location is nonlinear, thus we apply a truncated Taylor
€
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series expansion to linearize equation (14). We approximate the velocity model using the 3-D grid and
using the linearized equation (14) to minimize the misfit between the observed and predicted arrival
times using:
M

ik N
(15)
∂T i
r = ∑ ki Δx li + Δτ i + ∑ ∑ w mn Δun Δsm
l=1 ∂x l
m=1 n=1
where M ik indicates the number of segments of the ray path from event i to station k and w mn are the

3

i
k

interpolated weights of nth mesh node on the mid-point of the mth segment with length . Subtracting a
€
€
€
€ similar equation for event j observed at station k from equation 15,
€
we obtain:
M

3
N
ik N
(16)
∂T i
∂T j
r − rk = ∑ ki Δx li + Δτ i + ∑ ∑ w mn Δun Δsm − ∑ kj Δx lj − Δτ j − ∑ ∑ w mn Δun Δsm
l=1 ∂x l
m=1 n=1
l=1 ∂x l
m=1 n=1
i
j
where rk − rk is the called double-difference and the term is the difference between observed and
3

i
k

M

jk

j

calculated differential arrival times for the two events, or:

€

€

(17)
drkij = rki − rk j = (Tki − Tk j ) obs − (Tki − Tk j ) cal
i
j obs
where the observed differential arrival times (Tk − Tk ) can be calculated from both waveform crosscorrelation technique and absolute catalog arrival times.
€
€
DD tomography applies a regularization
method to smooth and/or dampen the perturbations to
stabilize the inversion. Three types of data (the absolute arrival time, the catalog differential arrival
times, and the weight cross-correlation WCC data) are used in the inversion. To employ the types of
data in one system, DD tomography applies a weight scheme during the inversion. First order smoothing
is applied to provide a minimum level of noise (residual) that the velocity structure becomes spatially
slightly smoother within the grid (Paige and Sauders, 1982). The damping originates from the damped
least-squared problem derived from hypoDD algorithm. Applying weights allows to normalize the data
quality that refines the event location and the velocity structure near the source regions. In equations
(15) and (16), different data types can be weighted according to the a priori data uncertainty such the
data type, distance between the event pair, and misfit during each iteration.
The advantage of the DD tomography relocation also can take into account the location events
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above sea level within the volcano edifice. The DD tomography uses the weight cross-correlation WCC
data that allows the location of the event and velocity structure to increases its accuracy. Howver, DD
tomography cannot implement both finite difference algorithm and pseudo-bending ray tracing
algorithm, and cannot use irregular grids to solve local and regional scale problems. Tomography
packages such TomoFDD (Zhang and Thurber, 2006) and FMTomo (Rawlinson and Samond. 2004 a,b;
described below) use both algorithms.

4.3

FAST MARCHING TOMOGRAPHY MODEL
The multi-stage Fast Marching Method (FMM) tomography (FMTomo) is a new grid-based

eikonal solver that is computational efficient and robust (Rawlinson and Samond, 2004 a,b; de Kool et
al., 2006). The multi-stage FMM tomography uses seismic wave propagation derived from the eikonal
equation in the high frequency domain. The eikonal equation shows the following expression
(18)
∇ x T = s( x )
where the operator ∇ x , traveltime T , and the slowness function s( x ) . To solve the above equation using

€

the first arrival wavefront, we assume that a ray can penetrate through every grid allowing a self€

€
€ with the wavefront.
intersection
The self-intersection will allow the first arrival wavefront to incorporate
into a discontinuity. As a result, the first arrival wavefront will expand by a later arrival wavefront.
However, Rawlinson (2003) discarded the late arrival wavefront and computes the updated travel time
scheme using the first arrival wavefront in the finite difference, since calculating both first and later
arrival wavefront can cause instability. To avoid this problem, solving the viscous version of the eikonal
equation will allow a smoother discontinuity. The upwind entropy finite difference applies from the
upwind scheme that originates from a class of numerical discretization methods for solving hyperbolic
partial differential equation. The upwind entropy-satisfying scheme has been expressed by the
following:
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1
(19)
%max D−rT,−D+rT,0 2 ( 2
(
)
a
b
'
*
'max( Dc−θ T,−Dd+θ T,0) 2 * = si, j,k
'
2*
'&max( De−φ T,−D+f φ T,0) *)
i, j,k
where (i,j,k) are the grid increment variables in the orthogonal coordinate system (x,y,z), and the integer

variables a, b, c, d, e, and f, are the order of accuracy for the upwind finite difference operator. For
€
example, the first D1Ti, j,k and second D2Ti, j,k are the order operators scheme that are express as the
following:

€

€
€
€
€

where ∂r , ∂θ , and ∂φ
€

€
T −T
D1−rTi, j,k = i, j,k i−1, j,k
∂r
3T
−
4T
i−1, j,k + Ti− 2, j,k
D2−rTi, j,k = i, j,k
2δr
Ti, j,k − Ti, j−1,k
−θ
D1 Ti, j,k =
r∂θ
3T
−
4T
(20)
i, j−1,k + Ti, j−2,k
D2−θ Ti, j,k = i, j,k
2r∂θ
Ti, j,k − Ti, j,k−1
−φ
D1 Ti, j,k =
r cos θ∂φ
3T − 4Ti, j,k−1 + Ti, j,k−2
D2−φ Ti, j,k = i, j,k
2r cos θ∂φ
are the grid spacing in the r , θ , and φ . The first order of accuracy scheme is used

in the D1 operator and the second order of accuracy scheme is used in the D2 operator (Rawlinson and
€
€€
€ €
€
Samond,€2004 a,b).
€

€
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Figure 8.1: The FMM grid interface which updates the traveltime grid points systematically using the
Narrow Band approach (NB). The upwind consists of alive points (gray circle) that are values correctly
calculated and the downwind represents the far point (empty circle) that are values not calculated. The
close points (black circle) lie within the NB (bold line) that consists of tryout traveltime that are been
implemented in the upwind entropy-satisfying scheme equation 19.

Figure 8 illustrates the FMM entropy-satisfying finite difference stencil updates the new
traveltime in the grid scheme. The technique uses the wavefront propagation through a layer by
intersecting all points in the boundary interface and tracks the sources to the receivers. The FMM
approach can use a grid-based scheme to track the first arriving travel time reflection and refraction
phases in a media layer. Other tomography methods (e.g., double difference tomography model, ambient
noise and finite frequency tomography, and attenuation tomography) cannot update every grid point in
the traveltime operator and become unstable. For example, the grid-based scheme uses interface nodes
that allow construction of traveltimes for the wavefront propagating through the narrow-band approach.
The narrow-band consists of three different types of grid points that are label as alive, close, or far points
within the grid-based scheme. The alive points are localized in front of the wavefront. The close points
are localized within the narrow band, and the far points are localized behind the wavefront. The narrow
band is identified using the minimum traveltime in the grid-based schemed by approximated the shape
of the narrow band by the first arrival wavefront.

Figure 9.1: The grid velocity interface from (a) homogeneous to (b) heterogeneous.
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The advantage of the multi-stage FMM approach is to capture the continuous or discontinuous
earth structure such as the Moho, fault systems, and geothermal structure. Rawlinson and Samond
(2004 a,b) and Rawlinson (2010) allow in the method approach to combine the velocity, structure
interface, and source location to invert most of the type of classes into the model (e.g., local earthquakes,
regional, teleseismic, wide-angle reflection and refraction, and reflection). The multi-stage FMM
performed by Rawlinson and Samond (2004 a,b) is similar to Li and Ulrych (1993); however,
Rawlinson and Samond (2004 a,b) demonstrated that the method can implement complex velocity
models using reflected and refracted wavefronts (see Figure 8). Using a first order of accuracy with
irregular grid that is associated with triangular shapes derived from the Delaunay tetrahedral or Voronoi
polyhedral that allows the update of traveltime performed efficiently. The FMM package can solve large
inversion problems by using both smoothing and damping to minimize a non-uniqueness solution. For
example, smoothing can occur just by using the cubic B-spline function (Bartels et al., 1987) that will
smooth out the different independent velocity layers in the model allowing a better surface control. The
damping is effective by leveling or controlling the solution model that are strongly perturbed from the
initial model that allow the solution model in acceptable level.
The inversion method uses the derivative of model predictions (∂g /∂m) in order to solve the
model by using the non-linear approach that correspond to the gradient-based minimization of the
following objective function (Rawlinson et al., 2006b):

€

T
−1
T T
(21)
S(m) = (g(m) − dobs )T C−1
d (g(m) − d obs ) + ε(m − m0 ) C m (m − m0 ) + ηm D Dm
where g(m) are the predicted residuals, dobs are the observed residuals, Cd is the a priori data

€

covariance matrix, m0 is the reference model, Cm is the a priori model covariance matrix, D is the
€ The damping parameter ε and€smoothing parameter η allow for
€ second derivative smoothing operator.
€
€ how the final model can satisfy the data, the€approximation of
the determination
of the trade-off between
€
€ et al., 2010). The
the final model to the initial model, and the smoothness of the final model (Rawlinson
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FMM package can run a number of iterations to update the initial model using a subspace inversion
scheme (Kenne et al., 1988) that requires the use of equation 6 or objective function S(m) . For every
number of iteration, the current model mi is updated using the subspace inversion method that supplies
€ will stop iterating when
the model perturbation ∂mi to produce a new model mi+1 = mi + ∂mi . The model

the model perturbation ∂m€
i converges to zero (Rawlinson et al., 2008). The subspace model
€
€ and Sambridge, 2003):
perturbation shows
the following (Rawlinson
€
−1 T ^
−1
T
∂m = −A [A T (GT C−1
d G + εC m + ηD D)A ] A γ

(22)

where A = [a j ] is an M × n projection matrix (for M unknowns), a j ( j = 1,...,n) the component
^

direction
€ vectors, G the matrix of Fréchet derivatives and γ is the gradient vector (γ = δS /∂m) . The
€ €
€
€
€
advantage of the subspace method is that it can compute large inversion problems at low computational

€
€
€ depth, and source location.
cost while dealing with different velocities, interface
The FMM package has two disadvantages: 1) computational time and 2) it does not approximate
the later arrival times. The FMM can lead into time difference by computing the tomography model
using a heap sort algorithm that is part of the FMM package. The head sort algorithm implements nodes
from the global minimum traveltime in the grid scheme depending on the N total number of grid points
that are used to define the velocity structure. The processing time for the development of a tomography
model can be a few minutes up to a few hours.
The multi-stage FMM approach discards later arrivals, since the FMM approach will not
stabilize the scheme by computing both first and later arrivals. The FMM approach will approximate a
complex medium; however, solving both first and later arrivals could provide better path coverage,
resulting an improvement in the tomographic image. The multi-arrival problem has not yet developed in
the branch of seismology due to the insufficient development of practical applications.
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5. RESULTS
5.1

DOUBLE DIFFERENCE EARTHQUAKE RELOCATIONS
Approximately, 73 local events that were processed from Table 1 and Table 2 were used to the

implement the DD approach. Table 1 shows the parameters that were used to link similar P-phase travel
time events (using ph2dt) and produce a travel time catalog of event pairs. The travel time catalog was
used as reference point to determine the paired events and approximate the cross correlation differential
time using the Seismic Analysis Code (SAC) software. Over 969 delay times between event pair Pwaves were cross-correlated for input into the double difference approach.

Table 2 shows four

independent iterations that approximates the damped least square approach that may influence the
locations of its neighboring events. In order to evaluate the location of the events, a 1-D velocity model
is applied in the inversion as initial model. The 1-D velocity model was derived using the results from
the receiver function analysis (Zhu and Kanomari, 2000) as described below. Our final inversion
included 34 iterations (Figure 10). Figure 10 shows distinct clustering directly beneath the volcano,
both at shallow (0 km - ~4 km) and deeper (~9 km - ~10 km) depths.
Once the locations were finalized, we calculated the local magnitude for each event using SAC.
Equation 23 approximates the local magnitude using the distance between the station and event ( ϑ ) and
the maximum amplitude (A) of the event:

€
ml = log10(A) + 2.76log10(ϑ ) − 2.48
(23).
By removing the instrumentation and applied Anderson & Wood filter to the seismograph, the local
magnitude can be approximated using equation 23. As a result, most earthquakes are small magnitude
€
events, with nothing larger than M 5.0.
To determine the characteristics of the gas accumulation that occurs in the margins of the magma
chamber and the conduit of the volcano. A time-lapse animation of the events was produced using
Generic Mapping Tools (GMT). The animation shows a 2D cross-section illustrating the vicinity of the
volcano versus depth. This animation is located in the Appendix. Figure 11 corresponds to the
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animation that shows the Julian time of when the local earthquakes occur during March 29 – April 16,
2007. Figure 11 shows an increasing rate of seismicity beginning around Julian 102 that provides
enough evidence of gas accumulating within the magma chamber or conduit. Figure 9 shows the Power
Spectral Density (PSD) that was approximated with M 1 and M 4 of San Miguel Volcano to identify
similarities with Chouet , 1996 worked that could correlated with volcanic tectonic, long-period, hybrid,
or tremor.

Figure 10.1: shows two PDS of a shallow M 1 and deeper M 4 from local events at San Miguel Volcano.
The color coding shows the PDS scale. (b) Chouet, 1996 shows different types of PDS long period,
hybrid, volcanic tectonic, and tremor.
Table 2.1: Parameters used to generate network of delay time links from phase pick data (see
Waldhauser, 2001 for parameter describtion).
MINWGHT

MAXDIST

MAXSEP

MAXNGH

MINLNK

MINOBS

MAXOBS

0.001

60

10

10

4

4

100
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Table 3.1: hypoDD iteration and weight parameters used for San Miguel Volcano (see Waldhauser,
2001 for parameter description).
ITER

DAMP

WT_CCP

WT_CTP

MAXR_CC

MAXR_CT

MAXD_CC

MAXD_CT

1-8
9-16
17-24
25-32

250
200
150
100

-9.00
-9.00
1.00
2.00

1.00
1.00
0.01
2.00

-9.00
-9.00
-9.00
3.00

-9.00
6.00
10.00
8.00

-9.00
-9.00
6.00
10.00

-9.00
-9.00
-9.00
-9.00
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Figure 11.1: (a) Map view of the network and seismicity and locations of the cross-sections shown in
(b), (c), and (d). (b), (c), and (d) show cross sections across San Miguel volcano and the relocated
events. The circle graphical scale is a representation of the local magnitude from 0 to 4. The color
coding indicates depths from 0 km to 10.5 km. The square represents local catalog events from 1984 to
2003 derived from the SNET database. The red triangles represent the seismic network. (d) show a
enclosed red rectangular representing the sub-surface of where we believe the conduit is located within
the volcano.

Figure 12.1: Number of events recorded during the months of March and April 2007. The color-coding
represents the local magnitude scale and the bold line is the total average events per Julian day.
5.2

RECEIVER FUNCTION STACKING
Figure (13) shows 100 teleseismic events recorded within the San Miguel network, and the

location of the six seismic stations that where used to approximate the receiver function stacks. The
receiver function stacks show slightly inconsistent results, which may indicate dipping structures and
possibly from the slab (Mackenzie et al., 2008) (Figure 13). The results show an average crustal
thickness of ~36 km and an average Vp/Vs of 1.70. Stations MAR, VSM, and PAC have multiple peaks
with difficult to determine maxima. Stations GPS and LAC have two possible solutions. The maxima
near 40 km depth are likely solutions, given that they closely match the result of BM, our best station.
We believe using BM as the guide, we obtain a crustal thickness of ~40 km and a Vp/Vs ratio of ~1.7.
By applying a comparison of receiver functions and tomography (Paulatto et al., 2010), we can use the
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crustal thickness and Vp/Vs ratio to approximate a 1-D velocity model and integrate that model into the
earthquake locations and our tomographic techniques.

Figure 13.1: Polar projection of 100 regional and teleseismic earthquakes recorded from March 2007
and January 2008 by the San Miguel volcano network. The black triangle depicts the location of San
Miguel volcano, the open circles represent the earthquakes, and the bold lines are the great circles
representing distances from 30º to 90 ª or 3,330 km to 9,990 km, away from San Miguel.
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Figure 14.1: Receiver function stack results, s(H,k), for all six stations (BM, GPS, MAR, LAC, PAC,
and VSM). Kappa represents the Vp/Vs ratio and H represents crustal depth (km). The best average
estimation for the six stations shows the crustal thickness ~36 km with a Vp/Vs ratio of 1.70.
5.3

DOUBLE DIFFERENCE TOMOGRAPHIC MODEL
Figure 15 shows a cross section derived from the double difference tomographic model, with 51

event relocations located in the vicinity of the volcano. We used same format as hypoDD using the Pwave catalog, cross-correlated travel times, and (Table 3.1) parameters to implement the DD
tomography approach. Table 4.1 shows two iterations that approximate the damped least square for the
relocation and velocity perturbation. Figure 14 shows a blue color-coding representing positive velocity
perturbations, indicating that the velocity is higher than our original model. The red color indicates
where the velocity perturbations are less than our input model. In tomography, it is common to make
the hotter colors represent slower velocities, possibly indicating hotter material. There are no events in
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the red regions of the new model, which is likely the result of the VSM station being located on top of
the crater of the volcano. We believe the results from the local earthquakes are evidence of build up gas.
Due to the exsolve gas from the rich-basalt melt that produces S02, H20 and CO2 and the cooling of the
magma-filled at the conduit has been replenish over time sealing the entry of the conduit due to recrystallization (Stevenson and Blake, 1998). The conduit expands slowly due to time allowing a build up
of gas that consequently the re-crystallize conduit depressurizes and collapses the chamber and conduit
(Pearson 2010). The volcano deflates forcing the volatile-rich magma upward, which it is called
diffusion degassed (Stevenson and Blake, 1998 and Pearson 2010). The diffusion degas that was cause
by the local events the DD tomography model from Figure 15.1 shows evidence of P-wave perturbation
from 20% to 2% scale. Chouet (2003) suggested the 1% P-wave perturbation is equivalent to 1%
volume fraction of melt. Due to the reflection of the stress release of the local events from lower portion
of the conduit ranging from 0 km to -0.5 km depth, Figure 14.1b shows a scale of 0 % to 4 % P-wave
perturbation that was generated from the productivity of partial melt. However, the P-wave perturbation
of 20 % to 6% from the upper portion of the conduit ranging from 1 km to 0 km the volume
fractionation of the melt varies from 10 % to 40 % (Chouet, 2003). The range through 10 % to 20 % Pwave perturbation implies that the material of the conduit is re-crystallize and the local events are been
trigger by the collapse of the conduit due to the build up of hydrothermal gases.

Table 4.1: DD tomography iteration and weight parameters used in San Miguel Volcano (see Zhang and
Thurber 2006 for parameter description).
ITER

DAMP

WT_CCP WT_CTP

MAXR_CC

MAXR_CT

MAXD_CC

MAXD_CT

1-1
2-2

60
75

0.100
1.000

1.000
2.000

9.000
6.000

1.000
-9.00

-9.00
-9.00

0.100
0.100
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Figure 15.1: (a) Map of the San Miguel area showing the grid points used in the tomographic modeling.
These grid points are placed within the confines of the seismic network (red triangles). (a) and (b) show
5% to -5% Vp perturbation indicating the hot fluid transfer from underlying magma bodies to the
conduit causing bubbles growth and rise of vapor water in the center of the conduit. (a) and (b) Crosssection showing the results of the double difference tomographic model. Bold black circles show the
local events recorded within the vicinity of the magma chamber. The colors show the first derivative of
Vp perturbation that it is equivalent to the volume fractionalization of the melt.
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5.4

FAST MARCHING TOMOGRAPHC MODEL
The Fast Marching Tomographic model (FMtomo) was calculated using the travel time phase of

the 73 local events used in the hypoDD relocation. For FMtomo, we use the ak135 travel time global
Earth model (Kennett et al., 1995) to approximate the travel times of the teleseismic events. Six
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) iterations were used to approximate the ray paths for local events
and to approximate the velocity perturbation (Figure 15.1) (Itikarai et al., 2006; Rawlinson et al., 2006).
Figure 16.1 shows a map view with a depth of 2 km. Figure 17.1 shows east-west cross-section and
Figure 18.1 shows a north-south cross-section. Two anomalies are show Figure 16.1, 17.1, and 18.1
within the seismic network in order of ± 5 P-wave perturbations. As Chouet (2003) infers, the P-wave
perturbation increases the partial melt can vary. Figure 16.1, 17.1, and 18.1 shows a negative P-wave
perturbation at the vicinity of€San Miguel volcano denoting the presents of partial melting at conduit.
Figure 17.1 and Figure 18.1 shows a positive P-wave perturbation that varies in partial melting by
comparing the shallow and deeper events that were approximated using Power Spectral Density. The
results show volcanic tremor or hydrothermal system occurring within and beneath the conduit.
However, the number of seismic stations is not enough to measure better estimate of the interior of the
volcano because the spacing of the grid network does not give a good coverage of the volcanic region. It
does give a general perspective of where the hydrothermal activity occurs since their been physical
evidences in past 2005-2006 of lahar activity, fumaroles, and increase of seismic activity that was
visible at the volcanic flank (GVN, 2006; Schiek, 2009).
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Figure 16.1: shows a map view of the FMtomo model with approximation of 2 km depth. The color
coding represents the percentage volume fraction of melt content. The blue triangles represents the
seismic network and the red bold line represents SMFZ.

Figure 17.1: shows A-A’ cross-section from East to West in degrees versus kilometers in depth in which
is illustrating the seismic network (blue triangles), local events (red starts), and derivative Vp velocity
perturbation showing different melt geometries.
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Figure 18.1: shows B-B’ cross-section from North to South in degrees versus kilometers in depth in
which is illustrating the seismic network (blue triangles), local events (red starts), and derivative Vp
velocity perturbation showing different melt geometries.
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6. DISCUSSION
The seismic network at San Miguel was in operation from March 2007 to January 2008, and we
captured swarms of events associated with volcanic activity at San Miguel (Figure 11.1). Schiek et al.
(2009) used radar interferometry (InSAR) to measure surface inflation and deflation at San Miguel
Volcano for a time coincident with the seismic deployment. The InSAR results show that inflation
increased occurred from March 2007 to October 2007 and deflation occurred from October 2007 to the
end of the deployment. The inflation rate was estimated to be 0.17 mm/day assuming inflation was
constant during the period of observation, while the deflation rate was estimated to be 0.43 mm/day with
the same assumption (Schiek et al., 2009).
It is more likely that in the future flank lava flows would occur since eight fissure eruptions
occurred approximated every 20 years ago at San Miguel volcano (Escobar, 2003). Schiek (2009)
approximated the inflation phase due to the increase correlation of seismic tremor, rainfall, and InSAR
deformation throughout March and October. Our local seismic events correlated with Schiek’s work
during March though April, GVN (2007) states through October 2006 to July 2007, the SNET recorded
local events and low concentration of sulfur dioxide (SO2) fluxes at the center of the crater. Aiuppa et
al., (2010) state that the decrease of CO2/SO2 ratio and increase of tremor activity can lead magma
migration from the chamber to the conduit. Figure 11.1 shows local catalog events from 1984 to 2003
that were used from SNET database the catalog events can define a better perspective of the margin of
the conduit and the SMFZ. Figure 11.1 shows the co-location of the events with the catalog events that
identifies the SMFZ within the southwestern slope that can potentially weaken the fraction zone that can
be consider as a volcanic hazard zone. The landslides are due to the lubrication of water rain during the
monsoonal season and lava flows are cause by fissure activity due to the SMFZ penetrates the fissures
allowing the magma to migrate to the subsurface (Schiek, 2009 and Escobar 2003). Schiek (2009)
characterized every event using a spectrogram analysis that approximates the travel time domain into the
frequency domain. Schiek (2009) identified tectonic events, tectonic events with volcanic tremor,
tectonic events with precursory events and volcanic tremor, and volcanic tremor to interpreted the
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internal evolution of the volcanic hydrothermal system, such as the deflation due to the release of gas
pressure either from fumaroles and subsurface migration trough fracture.
The local sources in San Miguel volcano are relative to tremor and volcanic tectonic earthquakes
as show in the PSD results that are strongly relative to ongoing eruption activity. The volcanic activity is
done by the heat fluid transfer that originated from the magma bodies. The hydrothermal system play
important role in the local events, i.e., a study in Etna volcano approximate shallow tremor events at the
vicinity of the crater that correlated with geyser system and discharge fluid/steam at the volcanic crater
(Cannata et al., 2010). The heat transfer causes the shallow aquifers to oscillate the active dike system
allowing a fluid charge. Figure 15.1 A and B and Figure 17.1 – 17.2 shows saturation zone of volcanic
tremor in the conduit in the DD tomography and FMtomo model (see Figure19.1) where Schiek (2009)
identified volcanic tremor at 2 km depth in the vicinity of the crater. Both DD tomography and tomoDD
models had similar evidence of volume fractionalization of the melt that ranges from -4 % to 0 % Pwave perturbation at 0 to 2 km depth. We believe having small number of stations and temporary
network does not allow for length resolution tomography model. However, re-locating the events and
calculating the local magnitude gives a good length of the conduit, magma chamber, and fissures.
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Figure 19.1: shows physical volcanic activity interpret by Escobar (2003) illustrating a cross-section that
identifies the volcanic melt, fissures, and degassing activity. The seismic stations are represented as
green triangles and the fissures shows time frame when the activity had occurred.
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7. CONCLUSION
Our results from earthquake relocation and tomography matches the interpretation of Escobar
(2003) and Schiek (2009) relocation and InSAR work, respectably. I believe SMFZ represent a
significant natural hazard to the local community if eruption occurs in the near future. The saturation
zone where the re-crystallization andesite can cause inflation in the conduit system due to volcanic
tectonic and volcanic tremor that magma and gas are migrating from fissures to conduit until reaching
the saturation zone trigger a deflation depressurization (Schiek, 2009, Chounet, 1985, Chouet, 1996a and
Biggs et al., 2010). The fissure activity, which I relocated and the fissures, can fracture to the surface
due to the SMFZ, where exposes lava flow southwest of the volcanic flank.
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9. APPENDIX
9.1

APPENDIX A: INPUT FOR HYPODD

1. PH2DT.INP
* filename of cross-cor diff. time input:
dt.cc
* filename of catalog travel time input:
dt.ct
* filename of initial hypocenter input:
event.dat
*filename of station input:
stations.dat
*
* OUTPUT FILE SELECTION
* filename of initial hypocenter output:
MN.loc
* filename of relocated hypocenter output:
MN.reloc
* filename of station residual output:
MN.sta
* filename of data residual output:
MN.res
* DATA SELECTION
* IDAT: 0 = synthetics; 1= cross corr; 2= catalog; 3= cross & cat
* IPHA: 1= P; 2= S; 3= P&S
* DIST:max dist [km] between cluster centroid and station
* IDAT
2

IPHA
1

DIST
20
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* EVENT CLUSTERING:
* OBSCC: min # of obs/pair for crosstime data (0= no clustering)
* OBSCT: min # of obs/pair for network data (0= no clustering)
* OBSCC OBSCT
0

1

*
* SOLUTION CONTROL:
* ISTART:

1 = from single source; 2 = from network sources

* ISOLV:

1 = SVD, 2=lsqr

* NSET:

number of sets of iteration with specifications following

* ISTART ISOLV NSET
2

2

2

* DATA WEIGHTING AND REWEIGHTING:
* NITER:

last iteration to use the following weights

* WTCCP, WTCCS:

weight cross P, S

* WTCTP, WTCTS:

weight catalog P, S

* WRCC, WRCT:

residual threshold in sec for cross, catalog data

* WDCC, WDCT:

max dist [km] between cross, catalog linked pairs

*

--- CROSS DATA -----

----CATALOG DATA ----

* NITER WTCCP WTCCS WRCC WDCC WTCTP WTCTS WRCT WDCT DAMP
5

-9

-9

-9

-9

1

*--- 1D model:
* NLAY:

number of model layers

* RATIO:

vp/vs ratio

* TOP:

depths of top of layer (km)

* VEL:

layer velocities (km/s)

* NLAY RATIO

47

-9

-9

-9

150

10

1.73

*usgs OF93-309 model. Depth to top, velocity
* TOP
0.0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 30
* VEL
2.5 3.0 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.7 6.1 6.5 6.8 7.3 7.4 7.6
*--- event selection:
* CID: cluster to be relocated (0 = all)
* ID: ids of event to be relocated (8 per line)
* CID
0
* ID
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9.2

APPENDIX B: INPUT FOR TOMODD

1. TOMODD.INP
--- input file selection
* cross correlation diff times:
dt.cc
*catalog P diff times:
dt.ct
* catalog absolute times
absolute.dat
* event file:
event.dat
* station file:
stations.dat
*--- output file selection
* original locations:
MN.loc
* relocations:
MN.reloc
* station information:
MN.sta
* residual information:
MN.res
* source paramater information:
MN.src
*Output velocity
MN.vel
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* Vp model
Vp_model.dat
* Vs model
Vs_model.dat
*--- data type selection:
* IDAT: 0 = synthetics; 1= cross corr; 2= catalog; 3= cross & cat
* IPHA: 1= P; 2= S; 3= P&S
* DIST:max dist [km] between cluster centroid and station
* IDAT IPHA DIST
2

1

30

*--- event clustering:
* OBSCC: min # of obs/pair for crosstime data (0= no clustering)
* OBSCT: min # of obs/pair for network data (0= no clustering)
* OBSCC OBSCT CC_format
2

2

1

*--- solution control:
* ISTART:

1 = from single source; 2 = from network sources

* ISOLV:

1 = SVD, 2=lsqr

* NSET:

number of sets of iteration with specifications following

* ISTART ISOLV NSET weight1 weight2 weight3 air_depth
2

2

2

6

6

6

-3.0

* i3D delt1 ndip iskip scale1 scale2 iuses
2 0

9

1

* xfac tlim
1.3 0.0002

0.5 1.00 1
nitpb(1) nitpb(2) stepl
50

50

0.2

* lat_Orig lon_Orig Z_Orig iorig rota
50

-0.1937

36.0829 0

1

0

*
*--- data weighting and re-weighting:
* NITER:

last iteration to used the following weights

* WTCCP, WTCCS:

weight cross P, S

* WTCTP, WTCTS:

weight catalog P, S

* WRCC, WRCT:

residual threshold in sec for cross, catalog data

* WDCC, WDCT:

max dist [km] between cross, catalog linked pairs

* WTCD: relative weighting between absolute and differential data
* THRES: Scalar used to determine the DWS threshold values
* DAMP:
*

damping (for lsqr only)

--- CROSS DATA ----- ----CATALOG DATA ----

* NITER WTCCP WTCCS WRCC WDCC WTCTP WTCTS WRCT WDCT WTCD DAMP JOINT
THRES
1 0.1 0.1
1

1

1

7 -9
2 -9

1.0
0.1

0.8
.08

6 -9 .1 45 1 0.2
6 -9 1 75 1 0.2

*
*--- event selection:
* CID: cluster to be relocated (0 = all)
* ID: cuspids of event to be relocated (8 per line)
* CID
1
* ID
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9.3

APPENDIX C: INPUT FILES FOR FMTOMO
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c This file contains all required input parameters and files for the
c inversion program "invert3d.f90"
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
vgridsref.in
vgrids.in

c: Reference velocity grid
c: Current velocity grid

interfacesref.in

c: Reference interface grid

interfaces.in

c: Current interface grid

sourcesref.in

c: Reference source coords

sources.in

c: Current source coordinates

stimes.dat

c: Current source time perturbations

receivers.in

c: Receiver coordinates

otimes.dat

c: Observed traveltimes

mtimes.dat

c: Model traveltimes

rtimes.dat

c: Reference teleseismic traveltimes

frechet.in

c: Frechet derivative parameters

frechet.dat

c: Frechet derivatives

inviter.in

c: File indicating current inversion step

propgrid.in

c: File containing propagation grid parameters

0.07

c: Minimum distance between interfaces (km)

0.5

c: Minimum permitted velocity (km/s)

0

c: Remove mean from predicted teleseisms (0=no,1=yes)

1

1.0

1.0

1

0.5

0.02

0

1.0

1.0

10

c: Velocity inversion (0=no,1=yes),damp,smooth
c: Interface inversion (0=no, 1=yes),damp,smooth
c: Source inversion (0=no, 1=yes),damp1,damp2
c: Subspace dimension (max=50)
52

1.0

c: Global damping factor (epsilon)

1

c: Apply second derivative smoothing (0=no,1=yes)

5.0

c: Global smoothing factor (eta)

6371.0

c: Earth radius in km
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9.4

APPENDIX D: GMT MOVIE

The movie was developed using Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) to understand the time series of the
local events during the past two months March to April 2007. The GMT algorithm produce a series of
jpg files that were upload in the Quick Time Player software to produce the GMT movie.
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